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ABSTRACT

To each non-degenerate topos f we associate L(f). the intermediate

propositional logic (i.p.l.) consisting of those polynomials. built up

from variables. O. 1. h. V and ~. which become valid when interpreted

in the natural internal Heyting algebra structure of the subobject

classifier of f. For various polynomials ~. we give first order

characterizations for the class of small categories determined by the

condition ~ t L(~O) - where S is the topos of sets and C

over small categories. A basic example is:

v v , V t L(~O) iff C is a groupoid.

The presheaf topos fl' of actions of a single idempotent. whose i.p.l. is

given by:

IS> c L(~l) iff , u v v v (v .. u) i- ~ •
1s used to exemplify a relativization of the basic example, to toposes.

For each topos t we introduce r (f) • the set of all polynomials IS> such

f, if
.cO

then is athat for all internal categories C of IS> t L(~ ) C

groupoid. Using a theorem of Jankov's we can compute rc#O) when M

belongs to a certain class of finite monoids that includes bemilntticesj

in particular: IS> c. r<fl) iff: ~ r- u v (u .. (v v ., ,,). This polynomial

- the cogencrator of: r(~l) - is strictly \00' '"\ker than tile generator of

We '..se the higher order type theoretical language of a topos f..

developed in the first half of the thesis, to establish that for an
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extensive class of polynomials, the condition ~ t fCC) caD be

internali:ed. that is, we can define a formula ~, of the language of~,

such that: ~ C r(~) iff £. F ~I.

This theorem has as particular cases:

(1) v v ., v I: r(£)

(2) .,., \" V ., v t r (~) iff £. F ., Vv h ., v v ., v)

(3) ., u v v v (v • u) I: f(~) iff u v (u. (v v ., v» t r<~) iff

~ 1= ., Vv(v v ., v).
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INTRODUCTION

In this lntroduetion w~ shall first legitimize the categorical

constructions to be fouud in chapter 1 from a set theoretic Viewpoint. We

then trace through the main argument of th~ thesis usin~ a ~implest

possible example. Finally we shall outline briefly the contenr.s of each

sectio~ of chapter 1. Although we touch on the language of a topos,

detailed discussion will be left :0 the introduction to the language

within chapter O.

The possibility of an illegitimate construction arises in Ccdel-Bernays

set theory if we apply the functor category construction: [f,QJ to

categories f and ~ without stipulating that they be sets. ror example if

both f and Q are equivalent, as categories, to the one object category,and

Q has exactly two objects then the cardinality of I[f.Q.J! should be 2Y

where y is the cardinality of IfI· Such a construction is precluded if tfl
has no cardinality.

A remedy fOD all constructions we use is available in the axiom system

for universes. the method is well-established and so details will be

supressed. We shall follow the definitions of [Sch], which are a slight

modification of the original definitions of [AGV]. We need first a

universe ~ containing the natural numbers. we use both~ and ~ to denote

the category of sets determined by ~. Categories in~ (that is, categories

whose morphism set and object set are both elements of ~) we call small.

The universe ~ is an element of a larger universe y. For any small category

C the presheaf category ~~ is in y and the whole set {~Olf small}, since

it is indexed by an element of y. is again an element of V.
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A tapas in the original sense ([AGV]), was given relative to a universe

y. thus it was. strictly speakins. a y-topos. The theorem of Giraud

established that a ~-topos could be construed as a full reflective
o

subcategcry of ~ t for some small £. ~ith a left exact reflector. Thus

toposes were grounded in ~.

The new perspective of Lawvere and Tierney in one sense, removed~,

in that the first order definition, while including the previous toposes,

contained no explicit reference to ~; and although an actual model of the

axioms may belong to a universe y, no representation of Giraud's type can

be inferred. Yet the new perspective, if not permitting us to view a topos

as being built from $eL, recaptured "the category of sets" in a metaphorical

sense. The very concepts that appeared in the definition: the subobject

classifier and cartesian closedness were present in Lawvere's "elementary

theory of the category of sets" cited by Lawvere in [L3] as one of the

influences that gave rise to the new definition. Moreover the study of

how syntactical operations within logic: "quantifiers" and "the comprehension

schema" could be construed within category theory ([L2]), made clear, once

the new perspective became known, how,by reversing the procedure, a logical

language could be recovered from a topos (such afi that developed in

Chapter 0) -so that one could see exactly how the set metaphor functioned.

Of course~ itself w~s included under the new definition; thus it was

only when the topos deviated from 3et that it made sense to speak of metaphor.

Introductory expositions of the new toposes have maintained a point of

comparison, on questions of logic, between models of the topos axioms (in

which the logic is not given explicitly) and models of the axioms for set

theory: all of the latter satisfy the law of excluded middle whereas the
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former in general satisfy the set of axioms for the incuitionistic

propositional logic. It. In particular the free topos of Lambek and

P. Scott satisfied only those formulas of the propositional logic which

are deducible in IL. The recognition that the propositional logic was a

feature of toposes which deserved study, appears to be present with the

introduction of "Boolean" toposes, singled out early on by Lawere.

However only Johnstone's papers on the De Morgan Law [J4] (the first of

four papers) recognize the possibility of developing logical consequences

for a topos satisfying a strictly intermediate rule, namely t~e De Morgan

Law.

In this thesis we intend to explore the intermediate ground of propo

sitional logic between KL and It. The main questions we pose have to do

with what we shall call "converse logics". They are very specific questions,

that actually lead us out of the strict propositional logic into a class

of purely logical formulas involVing in an essential way universal

quantification over propostional variables. We Dew explain what is meant

by "the propositional logic of a topos"; the topic is covered in further

detail in 1.l.

Our approach to the development of the syntax of languages relies on

the concept of an absolutely free algebra, of an appropiate similarity

type, generated by a set of variables. The similarity type H associated

with propositional logic consists of two nullary and three binary operation

signs (for which we uses the infixes: v, A, and .). From a countable set

V of variables we generate the absolutely free H-algebra Poly H. For a

topos C the set of formulas ot its language can be construed as an
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H-algebra by interpreting the operation signs as applications of morphisms:

D • nand n2~ n to formulas which, informally, we may ca.Ll "true",

"false", "and", "or" and "implies". The universal property of the pair

(V,Poly H) implies that we have an H-homcmoprhism from Poly a to the set of

formulas of the language determined by assigning tre i-th variable of

type n to the i-th variable of V. As long as the topos is non-degenerate

this a-homomorphism will be an embedding.

Once the meaning of validity of a formula of the language of a topos

~ is given, we can define the propositional logic of the topos ~ to be the

subset L(~ c Poly a consisting of all those polynomials lP such that lP,

the value of lP under the embedding, is valid. When f is nOn degenerate

L{f) is an intermediate propositional logic lying above IL and below KL:

lL c L{f) c: KL.

On the set Poly H there is a binary deducibility relation r- which can be

interpreted semantically by

~.is valid in all Heyting algebras within which ~ is valid.

The ~lass of intermediate propostional logics wh~ch can be represented
CO

as L{~ ) for some small category £ includes IL as well as all tabular

logics. As will become clear in 1.7 this class is the same as that deter-

mined by those Heyting algebras which can be represented as the increasing

subsets of some partially ordered set. The survey paper [Kuz] states that

it is unknown whether this class (determined by "Kripke frames") constitutes

all intermediate propositional logics.

An observation due to Fre7d ~r] will serve as a point of departure for

investigations begun in 1.2.2 and 1.2.5; namely
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CO
(1) v v .., V t L(r ) iff £ is a groupoid.

We shall, in 1.2.3, give first order characterizations of categories £

for which (1) holds when v v .., v is replaced by a polynomial which

generates a strictly intermediate logic, for several polynomials. In a

second direction, we begin, in 1.2.5, an analysis of (1) when v v ~ v is

replaced by a polynomial, ~ is replaced by a topos and £ remains a

groupoid. We shall trace out this second line of thought to its cu~nation

in 1.7 by considering a minimal example of a category which fails to be a

i to be the topos of
-1

The Heyting algebra

the external

presheaves on M , so that, by (1), v v .., v i L(i ).
-1 -1

structure aon the subobject classifier for gl is determined by

groupoid. We take M to be a category with a single object and two
-1

morphisms: the identity and an idempotent; we take

Heyting algebra of tlright ideals" of li
1

• This is a three element chain, 1,

from which we can compute: L(g1) • {~I J r- ~} • {~I R2 r-~} where

R2 • ~ U v V \I (V" u). (The symbol "." denotes ordinary "external"

equality, in contrast to the "internat equality"·" of formal languages).

Among intermediate propositional logics, this is the largest proper 5ublogic

of the classical logic. More general computations of this kind will be

carried out in 1.2.2.

We wish to pose a question that goes beyond the point of view grounded

in ~. We want to discover to what extent the "axiom" R2 plays a role in
.

£1 analogous to the role played by v v .., v in S-as shown in (1).

Before proceeding further we shall take account of a quite general

fact which will lead to a refinement of what we mean by "role". We can show

that for any topos ~, internal category £' and polynomial ~,
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(2) if .£ is a groupoid and ql & L(~ then ql & L(t-O)
This fact implies one half of the equivalence of (1) namely:

°if .£ is a groupoid then v v ~ v C L(S£ )

as well as

if C
• • CO

is a groupoid (in !I..) then F2 & L(!I.l- ).

h first question we now pose is the analogue to the other half of the

equivalence of (1): does R2 C L(~O) imply that .£ is a groupoid? It

turns out that it does, however ideas exposed in investigating this question

further, by changing &2 aud ~l' suggest that we should introduce. for a

fixed topos!I.. the extension to all such formulas: that is define, for f

ranging over all internal categories of !I. and ~ over all polynomials. a

subset r(~ c: Poly H by:

ql t r<~ iff

for all f. if ql t L(~O) then f is a groupoid.

The set so defined has a property enjoyed by similar sets that we shall

introduce: it is closed under the converse of t- in the sense that.

if ql t r<~ and ~ f- ql then 1P t r(t).

Taking into account our description of !I.1 it is possible to calculate:

r (~) • {qll tP f- v II .., v}. that 1s, r<~) is c:ogenerated (generated in the

converse sense) by v v .., v. However the analogy breaks down for ~l: the

generator of L(!I.1) is not the cogenerator of r(!I.l)' The polynomial

6 2 (Q) • v V (v .. (u v ... u». which is strictly weaker than R
2

(62 (£) jL R2

and R2 I- 62 (Q». cogenerates r (~l) •

One of the changes alluded to in the last paragraph,in connection with
. ....

the definition of r<!I.). is the replacement of !I.1 by £1 • ~ ,the "Sierpinsld
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coposlt. chis leaves the propositional logic fixed: L(~) • L(~) but

alters the converse logic r(~l) • {~I v v ~ v ~ ~}; thus L( ) does not

determine r( ). Such variations suggest a furcher question: is there a

criterion which Vill determine when ~2(O) or R belongs to r(t1_ ? The
- 2

pursuit of an answer to this question is carried on through to 1.7 and

has lead us to a general theory which for the particular case of ~2(Q)

and R2 gives us the following theorem: for a topos £ the follo~ing are

equivalent:

{a) R2 £ r(~

(b) ~2(Q) £ r(~

(c) ~F"Vp(pV~p).

For at least tOF~aes ~o where ~ is a monoid. the last condition is easy

to verify. it is equivalent to ~ not being a group.

We give an outline of ea:h section of chapter 1. Further introductory

remarks appear at the Q~ginning of the ~~o longer sections. 1.2 and 1.7.

Section 1.1 We organize the techniques needed to ~ompute (1) the propositional

logic associated with a Heyting algebra and (2) the converse logic. The latter

is based on work of Jankov and Hosoi.

Section 1.2 We develop our examples of presheaf toposes. calculating

L~O) and r($f.°) for several £.

Seccion 1.3 We prove using the language developed in chapter 0 chat. for ~

an internal monoid in a topos ~. ~ - ~ (the topos of actions of ~ on ~ is

a topos. This section is independent of others in chapter 1 but guides us in
Co

developing prope~ties of internal presheaf topos ~ in 1.5 and 1.6.

Section 1.4 To prepare for our description of the Heyting algebra structures

that arise from the 8ubobject classifier in ~o • we show how an internal
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































